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Abstract: 
 
Background & Aim: Privacy is as basic human principle and one of basic right of 
each person. It is essential and important need that be should observe in care health 
services. Observe of patients privacy and satisfaction are seen as quality of care 
indexes and one of the basic goals of health services system. The objective of this 
study was to determine the rate of observe patients Privacy by treatment team and its 
correlation with patients satisfaction in a Emergency Department. 
 
Methods & Material: This was a cross-sectional correlation study that 360 
hospitalized patients in convinces method was recruited in Emergency Department of 
selected hospital of TUMS 2007. Data were collected using a questionnaire. Data 
were analyzed using descriptive and analytic statistical methods by SPSS software  . 
 
Results: Results show that about half of patients perceived that their privacy observed 
at poor to medium level. About 49.4% of patients reported that their privacy was 
observed at near to excellent to excellent level. Also about 1/3 of patients perceived 
that physical privacy and psychosocial privacy observed in medium level and their 
good information privacy. Satisfaction of 76.4% patients was low and medium. 
However satisfaction 50% of patients in physical privacy and 58.6% in information 
privacy was low. There is a strong correlation between level of privacy observed and 
satisfaction in various dimensions .there was significant correlation between some of 
the demographic variable and observes of privacy and satisfaction. 
 
Conclusion: In regard to observe of privacy and satisfaction of the most of patients is 
not in good level thus it is need to specific attention of clinicians and educators to this 
point. Also interventions is need for better observe of privacy and patients 
satisfaction. 

 
 


